This article presents an algorithm that determines safe motions for an articulated rover on rough terrains. It relies on the evaluation of a set of elementary trajectories on a digital elevation map built as the rover moves. The algorithm relies on the explicit computation of geometric constraints on the rover chassis. It has been integrated within a continuously running navigation loop on board the robot Lama, and tested under various terrain conditions.
Introduction
Among the various issues raised by autonomous rover navigation in unstructured environments, traversing rough areas is one of the most challenging. Indeed, such areas bring forth various difficulties to each of the perception, trajectory evaluation and trajectory execution control functions:
To catch the surface geometry of the area to traverse, a fine model of the environment is required;
To select feasible motions, geometric and kinematics constraints on the rover have to be explicitly taken into account;
Finally, ensuring the proper execution of the selected motions is a much more difficult issue than on smooth terrains. This paper focuses on the second point: it presents an algorithm that determines safe and efficient motions for a rover on rough terrains. The algorithm consists in evaluating a set of elementary trajectories (circle arcs) on a digital elevation map continuously updated as the rover moves, taking into account geometrical constraints on the robot chassis. The approach has been successfully integrated within a simple autonomous navigation loop on board the robot Lama: tens of experiments have been achieved, in which the robot is asked to reach a few tens meters distant goal in an initially unknown terrain (figure 1).
Related work:
Pioneer work on planning motions on rough terrains dates back to the late 80's. and has essentially been considered within the context of planetary exploration robotics. In Here, tlie digital elevation map built during the traverse is surimposed on tlie image. time paths on a surface represented by B-spline patches is presented: it insists on the consideration of the vehicle dynamics. Work presented in [2, 3, 41 extend this approach, by considering an articulated chassis mode and explicit vehicldterrain interactions. In our lab, we also contributed to the problem [5, 61, and developed a planner that finds trajectories to reach a distant goal for an articulated chassis. Latest developments included the consideration of the terrain modeling uncertainties and the necessity for the rover to localize itself [7] . To our knowledge, all these work have only been tested in simulated environments.
More recently, various simpler approaches have been presented and effectively demonstrated on board rovers. Most of these approaches rely on the segmentation of the terrain model into two or more terrain navigation classes (flat, obstacle, slope) [8], or on the estimate of the terrain traversability by fitting planes over terrain patches [9] , sometimes using fuzzy rules for this segmentation and for elementary motion generation [lo] . In these cases, demonstrations on flat ground with sparse rocks are presented.
Outline: This paper is articulated as follows: thenext section gives an overview of the three components involved in the approach, and presents the principle of the motion gen-eration algorithm. Section 3 is dedicated to the determination of the chassis internal configuration on a given position on the terrain model. Section 4 depicts how the optimal circle arc is chosen, on the basis of a risk defined by a discrete set of configurations evaluated along the arc, a of an interest related to the goal to reach position. Some experimental results of the whole approach are presented in section 5 .
Overview of the approach
The navigation approach to reach a given goal is sketched in figure 2 . It is a very simple instance of a "perceive -decide" paradigm (often applied when dealing with rather easy terrains [ l l , 121): from a pair of stereo images, a 3D image is computed using a pixel correlation-based algorithm. This 3D image is merged in a digital elevation map (DEM) of the terrain, and every time this map is updated, a set of elementary trajectories is evaluated: the best trajectory selected defines the motion commands to send to the rover, and the process is re-iterated until the goal is reached. their structure is easy to manage, and they can represent quite faithfully the terrain surface geometry. The main difficulty to update such maps comes from the uncertainties on the 3D input data; however, a realistic model can be easily built by computing the mean elevation of the data points on the DEM grid cells.
One of the problems when dealing with rough terrains is the large number of occlusions caused by the terrain irregularities and the data resolution decrease on the ground (figure 3). To palliate this, the DEM is continuously updated as the robot navigates, which requires the knowledge of the robot 3D position, with a precision of the order of the grid size. Odometry being not reliable on rough terrains, in our system the 3D position estimate is provided by a visual motion estimation technique 1131, which is running in parallel of the navigation loop. Motion control: The six wheels of Lama being nonorientable, rotations are produced according to a skidsteering scheme: each of the three wheel of one side of the robot are given the same rotation speed command, and the difference of the left and right speed command induces a rotation (figure 4). Thanks to a precise optical encoder and to a powerful motorlgear set, six simple PD controllers ensure a tight control of each wheel rotation speed, whatever the terrain characteristics are. Because of unpredictable ground/wheel frictions, the information returned by the wheel encoders do not allow a faithful estimation of the rotation speed: for that purpose, a fiber-optic gyrometer is used. The locomotion layer is therefore able to handle linear and angular rover velocities (21, U ) commands, by sending the six PD controllers commands at 40Hz. A diyerence in the lateral wheel speeds induces an angular velocity, producing a circle trajectory with a radius r. Only the middle axle contributes to the rotation. shown that the speeds to be applied to the front and rear axles wheels so that they do not oppose too much against this rotation are the same 4 , s t andVright.
It can be *.
Motion generation:
The heart of the system is the motion generation algorithm: it consists in evaluating the risk and the interest of a set of elementary trajectories (figure 3, the one with the smallest riswinterest ratio being selected. The considered trajectories are circle arcs, as they correspond to a control easily handled by the locomotion layer.
To evaluate a circle arc, a discrete set of configuration along it are considered: a risk is defined for each configuration by checking constraints on the internal chassis configuration and on the robot attitude (section 3). The integration of the risks computed along an arc and the consideration of its interest, in terms of getting closer to the goal, are then used to select the optimal one (section 4). 
Chassis pose and configuration determination
The ability to predict the robot pose and its chassis internal configuration for a given position (z, y, 6) on the digital elevation map is a key point in our algorithm, as it produces the basic parameters that will be used to select feasible and safe motions. We describe here the placeRobot function, that fulfills this requirement.
Chassis geometry
Lama' is a Marsokhod articulated chassis [ 141. Its length can be actively controlled by modifying the distance between the axles (figure 3. l), thus enabling the possibility to move in a peristaltic mode. However, for the algorithms and experiments presented in this paper, the inter-axle distance is maintained fixed. The chassis is also passively articulated, as shown in figure 7) , which gives the robot high obstacle climbing skills.
The mechanical variations of these three parameters, whose values is provided to the locomotion control layer by angular encoders, are bounded by the following values :
The robot attitude is defined by the attitude of its middle axle with respect to the vertical: the two pitch and roll angle $ J~ and 4, are measured thanks to a two-axis inclinometer. The implementation of the function placewheel is of crucial importance, at it is called a lot of times to compute the robot five configurations angles. For that purpose, we have tabulated the elevations of the conic wheel profile in a rectangular array, with a resolution twice as fine as the DEM resolution: the minimum distance between this array elevations and the DEM elevations on the projected rectangle gives the elevation of the wheel on the DEM.
Robot placement on the DEM
However, the placeAxle function is quite time consuming: not only it makes successive calls to the placemeel function, but also at each iteration the tabulated wheel profile values have to be rotated according to the current axle orientation. Table 1 gives the number of iterations that have been required for more than 300,000 calls to the placeale function: as one can see, in more than 90% of the cases, only one iteration is required. We therefore choose to only execute a single iteration in the placemle function for each of the three axles: on a Sun Ultra 10 SparcStation, a call to the placeRobot function, which determines the 5 robot configuration parameters, takes less than 3ms. 
Experimental validation
To check the validity of the robot placement function, we made some experimental trials, in which the robot was manually driven along a straight line, roving over rocks of various sizes (figure 9). 
Evaluation of the arcs
Every time the DEM is updated, our algorithm evaluates a set of circle arcs to select the "optimal" one. In this section, we explain how this evaluation is made on the basis of the placement function, and the search strategy that selects the arc to execute.
The "danger" of a placement
Besides the internal chassis configuration constraints 1 and 2 mentioned above, we consider two stability constraints on each of the three axles : front and rear axles are easily derived from the five angular values that define the chassis configuration2. So in total, a set of 9 bounding constraints are considered: any placement that violates one of these constraints is considered as not valid. We consider that these constraints are all "equivalent", in the sense that none of them can be violated, and that the closer is a value to a bound, the more dangerous is therobot configuration. These constraints are therefore normalized, and we end up with the following constraint set:
An other constraint has also to be considered: indeed, there are always some unperceived areas in the DEM, especially behind sharp obstacles (as one can see on figure 9, just below the left rear wheel). To consider this, ' The consideration of a constraint on the pitch angle for an axle might be surprising, but one must not forget that some equipments are mounted on each of the axles.
the placewheel function returns a value comprised in [0, I] , which indicates the proportion of unknown pixels in the DEM in the area defined by the projection of the wheel.
We decided that this value should not be greater than 0.5, and the biggest of the 6 values returned by a call to the placeRobot function defines a tenth constraint. Now given a robot position (x, y, 8 ) on a circle arc, the robot placement function provides the five corresponding configuration angles, to which correspond a point in the 9-dimensional constraint space after normalization. The danger d of a given position (2, y, 8) is expressed by:
The cost of a motion
The cost of an elementary motion from the robot position (zl, yl, 81) to ( z~, y2,82) integrates the notionof "danger" (or risk) presented above in the following way:
where: 0 As1+2 is the distance between the two considered po-0 c1 is the cost associated to the danger d l , computed as sitions.
follows:
The introduction of the threshold dmin on d is to reduce the influence of small irregularities of the terrain: in the case of a flat terrain for instance, the robot is said to be in a risk-less flat configuration, and only the goal orientation is considered to select the arc to execute. 0 and 6c1+.2 is a cost associated to the internal configuration change between positions 1 and 2:
This parameter favors the trajectories in which the robot internal configuration does not change too much. Again, the introduction of a threshold bmin under which it has no influence is to get rid of the small terrain irregularities.
Search algorithm
Once the DEM is updated, a set of circle arcs is generated, and each arc is discretized into a discrete set of robot configurations (z, y, e), which defines a tree structure. Configurations are regularly spaced, and are defined up to a maximal curvilinear abscissa on the arcs, which correspond approximately to twice the distance that the robot is supposed to travel until the DEM is updated again: this gives the robot a kind of "look ahead" behavior, and avoids the selection of trajectories that go too close to obstacles.
The optimal circle arc is determined thanks to an A* algorithm, in which the heuristic is the distance of the Dubbins path [lS] to reach the goal. The cost to go from the last configuration on a circle arc to the goal is also equal to the Dubbins distance. Thanks to the efficiency of the A* algorithm, only a small number of configurations along the arcs are effectively evaluated (practically, a set of 40 circles arcs is considered, and about 20 configurations are defined on each arcs: most of the times only a third or a fourth of this configuration set is evaluated).
Results
The whole navigation loop has been integrated on board the robot Lama, within the LAAS Architecture for Autonomy [16] . It proved its efficiency on various kinds of terrains:
figures 11 and 12 present two trajectories executed by Lama using this navigation loop. The mean time required to select an optimal arc at each step is approximately 300ms: therefore, we also use this algorithm to find motions on easy terrains. 
Summary and discussion
We described an algorithm that generates elementary motions on rough terrains, which explicitly takes into account the geometric constraints on an articulated chassis. The approach has been integrated on board the robot Lama, and is very often demonstrated in continuously running experiments, where the rover is able to autonomously reach a few tens meters distant goal in initially unknown terrains. This functionality is integrated within a more global autonomous long range navigation system, which manages several terrain models, motion modes and localization algorithms [ 
171.
Among the open problems that still have to be tackled, the consideration of realistic dynamic issues is one of the most important. These issues have been modeled and considered in pioneer work related to rough terrain motion planning, but their consideration on board real rovers requires additional work and validation, as shown by recent practical contributions [ 18, 191. 
